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Abstract 
In this paper, we deal with incompressible pairwise incompressible surfaces in almost alternating 
knot complements. We show that the genus of a surface in an almost alternating knot exterior equals 
zero if there are two, four or six boundary components in the surface. 0 1997 Elsevier Science 
B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
In several articles, Menasco [2-4] has dealt with the structure of alternating knot 
exteriors using the properties of surfaces of knot complements. In [4] Menasco and 
Thistlethwaite have proved the cabling conjecture for alternating knot (the conjecture 
asserts that the complement of a knot K in S3 cannot admit a properly-embedded in- 
compressible boundary incompressible planar surface F with nonmeridional boundary, 
unless K is cabled and F is the cabling annulus) by computing the Euler characteris- 
tic of a surface in the knot complement. Moreover, in [2] Menasco has studied closed 
incompressible surfaces of alternating knot exteriors by using surgery on the knot. Also 
Adams [6] has dealt with the case of an almost alternating knot. 
The aim of this paper is to deal with incompressible pairwise incompressible surfaces 
in almost alternating knot complements by using Menasco’s methods. This is because 
Adams has proved that if F is a closed incompressible surface in S3 - K, and if K is 
an almost alternating knot, then F contains a circle which is isotopic in S3 - K to a 
meridian of K. So we can consider the operation of meridian surgery on the surface F. 
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Such meridian surgery always preserves incompressibility. After finitely many meridian 
surgeries, F becomes “pairwise incompressible”. In Section 2, we discuss characters of 
loops in F n S:. Menasco [2] showed that if K is an alternating knot, then each word 
w*(C) contains at least two P’s. However, there may be loops of S* type and loops of 
I’S3 type in F f7 5’: when K is an almost alternating knot. There are at most n/2 loops 
in F n Si if K is an alternating knot and the surface F c S3 - K has n boundary 
components, whereas there exists at most 3n/2 loops in F n Si when K is an almost 
alternating knot. In Section 3, we deal mainly with properties of loops in F n 27; when 
F has two, four or six boundary components. This means that: 
(1) there are at most three loops in F n 5’; (or F n ST) if F has two boundary 
components; 
(2) F n St (or F n 5’2) contains at most four loops if i3F has four components; 
(3) there exist at most five loops in F n St (or F n S?) if F has six boundary 
components. 
In Section 4, by methods of Sections 2 and 3, we can count the Euler characteristic of 
a surface F with two, four or six boundary components. That is, let K be a prime almost 
alternating knot and F c S3 - K be an incompressible, pairwise incompressible surface. 
If F has two, four or six boundary components (meridians of K), then the genus of F 
equals zero. It is well known that the knot complement S3 - K must contain a closed 
incompressible surface if K is a nontrivial knot (e.g., the incompressible torus that is the 
boundary of a regular neighbourhood of the knot K in S3). Therefore, it will be seen 
that there are incompressible, pairwise incompressible punctured spheres in S3 -K, with 
aF consisting of meridians. 
2. Properties of loops of S* type and PS3 type 
Let K be a knot in S3 and let K project on S* 
lies on a bubble as shown in Fig. 1. 
If the projective diagram on S* has n crossings, 
except near crossings of K where K 
then there are n bubbles Bz, Bz, . . . , 
^ ^ 
Bi, which intersect Sz in discs Al, AZ, . . . , A,, that is, Bd nSL = Ai (i = 1,2, . . . , n). 
Setting 
bubble 
Fig. 1. 
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where S,” = aBz (i = 1,2,. . ,TL). (S,?)+ ((S,‘)-) is the upper (lower) hemisphere 
of s,‘. 
Let F c S3 - K be a surface whose boundary curves are all meridians of K which do 
not intersect the bubbles. We may isotope F to meet each ball bounded by a bubble in 
a saddle-shaped disc, as in Fig. 2, by first isotoping F to be transverse to the polar axis 
of each bubble, then by pushing F outward from that axis. We may suppose F meets 
St and SC transversely. To each component C of F n 5’: can be associated a cyclic 
word w+(C) in the letters P (= puncture) and S (= saddle), which records, in order, the 
intersections of C with K and with the bubbles, respectively. w+(C) must have even 
length, and the number of boundary components of F equals the total number of P’s in 
all the w+(C)‘s (or in the w_(C)‘s). So the general representation of the word w&(C) 
is as follows 
w*(C) = piI s% pizsh . pi- si-. 
As shown in Fig. 3, w+ (Cl ) = w+ (C2) = PSPS. A dash in Fig. 3 denotes a letter P 
Of W+(Ci). 
In this paper we make the following assumptions: 
(1) 
(2) 
We assume that K is a prime almost alternating knot. A projection D of K is 
almost alternating if one crossing change makes an alternating projection. A link 
K is almost alternating if it has an almost alternating projection and it does not 
have an alternating projection [6]. The changed crossing is called the dealtemator 
point. The bubble which corresponds to the changed crossing is said to be the 
dealtemator bubble. 
Suppose that F c S” - K is in standard position. If the surface F satisfies the 
conditions: 
(i) no word w+(C) in F n 5’: is empty, and 
(ii) no loop of F n ii’: meets a bubble in more than one arc, 
bubble 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
c 
Fig. 4. 
then we say F is in standard position. In fact, even if F is not in standard position, 
F can be replaced by another surface F’ of the same type which satisfies (i) and (ii) 
(in fact, the two surfaces are isotopic) [2-4]. 
(3) S3 - K is irreducible. A 3-manifold M is irreducible if each 2-sphere in M 
bounds a 3-cell in M. F c S3 - K is called pairwise incompressible if for each 
disc D c S3 meeting K transversely in one point, with D n F = aD, there is a 
disc D’ c F U K meeting K transversely in one point, with i3D’ = i3D. In this 
paper we always assume that F is incompressible and pairwise incompressible. 
(4) In Sections 3 and 4 we assume that any loop C in F fl S: does not contain any 
other loops. That is, for any loop C, there is a disc D in S:, with i3D = C, such 
that D contains no other loops. Fig. 4(a) illustrates this. For Fig. 4(b), we do not 
obtain a disc D that satisfies condition (4) for the loop C. 
Since we discuss surfaces in almost alternating knot complements, F n 5’: can contain 
loops of S2 type and of PS3 type. For a loop C in F nS$, if its word w%(C) has exactly 
two letters S (i.e., w*(C) = S2), then the loop is said to be of S2 type; if w+(C) = PS3, 
then the loop is called PS3 type. For convenience, the loops of PS3 type are divided 
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we 1 type II 
Fig. 5. 
into two types, denoted by type I and type II, as shown in Fig. 5. Also, we may consider 
PiS’ (i odd) type in the same way. 
Lemma 2.1. Let F c 5” - K be an incompressible, pairwise incompressible sur$ace. 
If F n S$ (or F n 5’2) has z loops of S2 type and :y loops of PS’ type, the ,following 
hold: 
(I ) If F n St contains one loop of PS3 type I, then F n S$ has at least 2x + y loops. 
(2) If there is no loop of PS3 type I and x is an even numbel; then we obtain at least 
3x/2 + :y loops in F n S2 +. If there is no loop of PS3 type I and x is odd and 
y 3 2, or y = 1, then F n St has at least 3(x + 1)/2 + y or 3(x + 1)/2 loops 
respectivelq: 
Proof. (1) Assume that C c F n S: is of PS3 type I (w+(C) = PS3), then the loops 
of S2 type in F n St are divided into two parts by the loop C. One part is inside the 
loop C, while the other is outside it (perhaps all of them are inside or outside). So there 
are at least 2x + y loops in F n St. 
(2) Since F n 5’: contains x loops of S2 type and y loops of PS’ type, it has at 
least (x + y) loops. Let x be odd and y 3 2. Because there is no loop of PS” type I 
in F n 5’:) then loops in F n St increase at least by (x + 3)/2 over (x + y). Hence 
F n S: contains at least 3(x + 1)/2 + y loops. We can prove the other cases in a similar 
way. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let F c S3 - K be an incompressible, pairwise incompressible surface 
and suppose F has n boundary components (n < 8). If F 0 S: contains N loops and 
N > n, then there is no loop of PS’ vpe. 
Proof. Let N = n + xc (xa 3 1). By Lemma 2.1, F n S: has at most (n - 2) loops of 
PS3 type. 
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(1) If F II St includes (n - 2) loops of PS3 type, then there are (Q + 1) loops of S* 
type and one loop that contains two letters P (in fact, the loop has word w+(C) = PSPS 
or P*S*, we call it “PSPS” type) because that F has n boundary components. Therefore 
if ~0 is an odd number or an even number, there exist at least n + 20 + (~0 + 1)/2 > N or 
n+3ze/2 > N loops in FnS+ respectively by using Lemma 2.1. This is in contradiction 
toNloopsinFnS$. 
(2) In the general situation, if F n 5’: contains (n - t) loops of PS3 type (t < 7), then 
it includes at most t/2 (or (t - 1)/2) loops of “PSPS” type (according as t is even or 
odd) and at least ~+(t/2)(za+(t+1)/2) loops of S* type as well. If t = 2m and FITS’: 
contains a loop of PS3 type I, then there exist at least (n-t)+2(xo+t/2) = n+2sa > N 
loops in F n 27:. If F n 57: does not contain any loop of PS3 type I (t = 2m), and 
50 is even or odd, then F n 5’: has at least n + ~0 + (20 + 2)/2 - t/4 > N or 
(n - t) + 3(x0 + t/2)/2 + 1 > N loops respectively. The other cases are discussed 
in the same way. As stated above, there are more than N loops in F n St. This is a 
contradiction. The lemma is proved. 0 
Corollary 2.3. Let F c S3 - K be an incompressible, pairwise incompressible su$ace 
with n = 2k boundary components. If F n ST (or F n ST) contains N loops and N > n, 
then F n St does not contain any loop of PS3 type I. 
Proof. Supposing that F n 57: contains (n-t) loops of PS3 type I, then there are at most 
t/2 (or (t - 1)/2) loops of “PSPS” type and at least za + t/2 (or za + (t + 1)/2) loops 
of S* type (where N = n + ~0). Thus we obtain at least n + 220 (or n + 2x0 + 1) > N 
loops in F n S:, which is impossible. q 
Corollary 2.4. With the hypotheses of Corollary 2.3, if N = 3n/2, then there is no loop 
of PS3 type. 
Lemma 2.5. Assume that K is an almost alternating knot, and F C S3 - K is an 
incompressible, pairwise incompressible suface with n = 2k boundary components. 
Then we can obtain at most 3k loops in F n 5’: (or F n ST). 
Proof. Suppose that F n St contains N loops and N > 3k = 3n/2. Let N = 3k + x0 
(x0 3 1). By Corollary 2.4, there is no a loop of PS3 type. So we can conclude that 
FnS: contains at most n/2 = k loops of “PSPS” type and at least 3k+xo-k = 2k+xo 
loops of S* type. It must be the case that Ff@ contains at least 2k+xo+ (2k+xo)/2 = 
3k + 3x0/2 > N loops. This is a contradiction. •I 
3. Properties of surfaces with two, four or six boundary components 
In order to compute the Euler characteristic of the surface F and the genus of F with 
two, four or six boundary components, we will discuss mainly the properties of loops in 
FfIS$. 
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Fig. 6. 
Lemma 3.1. Let K be an almost alternating knot and let F C S3 - K be an incom- 
pressible, pairwise incompressible sur$ace with four boundary components. Then F f’s: 
(or F n ST) has at most four components. 
Proof. Suppose that there exist N loops in F n S?+ and N > 4. By Lemma 2.5, N is 
five or six. If N = 5, then F n St has at most two loops of “PSPS” type and at least 
three loops of S2 type. So, by Lemma 2.1, at least six loops exist in F n S:. If N = 6 
then, by Lemma 2.1, F n St contains four loops of S* type and two loops of “PSPS” 
type, as shown in Fig. 6. We see that the loop C in Fig. 6 contains another loop. Hence 
there are at most four loops in F n S,. * The argument for F fl St is similar. 0 
Remark. In Theorem 3.1, F n S: (or F n 5’2) contains no loops of PS3 type. 
Lemma 3.2. Assume that K is an almost alternating knot and F is an incompressible, 
pair-wise incompressible su$ace with six boundary components. Then F n St (or F n 5’2 ) 
contains at most jive loops. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, we know that F n 5’: contains at most nine components. We 
only prove, without loss of generality, the fact that there are not six loops in F n St. 
The other cases are proved in the same way. 
Assume F n St has six loops. Then it contains at most three loops of S* type by 
Lemma 2.1. If there are no loops of S2 type, the word of each of the six loops is PS3. 
By the proof of Lemma 3.1, this is impossible. If F n 5’: contains exactly one loop of 
S2 type, F n 5’: also contains four loops of PS3 type and one loop of “PSPS” type. 
Therefore F n St has at least seven components by Lemma 2.1. The argument for the 
other cases is similar and is omitted. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Let K be a prime almost alternating knot and let F c S3 - K be an in- 
compressible, pairwise incompressible surface with six boundary components (meridians 
of K). If F n St has four components, then the genus of F equals zero. 
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Fig. 7. 
Proof. If F n St does not contain any loop of S2 type, F n S: contains two loops of 
PS3 type or three loops of PS3 type. By Lemma 2.1, the latter is impossible. So 
w+(C) = w+(Cz) = PS3, w+(C3) = w+(Cq) = PSPS, 
cf. Fig. 7. Thus F n St contains exactly three components. Therefore the Euler charac- 
teristic of F, x(F), equals n+ + n_ - n, = 4 + 3 - 5 = 2, where nk is the number of 
components of F n 5’: and n, is the number of saddles. 
If there exists one loop of S2 type in F f’ St, then F n St contains at most one 
loop of PS3 type. First, we assume that F n St has no loop of PS3 type. Then each of 
the other loops contains exactly two letters P and one of them crosses the dealtemator 
bubble and its word is P2S2, but the rest cannot cross the bubble. Thus we get that 
w+(C,) = S2, w+(C2) = P2S2, w+(C3) = w+(Cd) = PSPS and F n S? has exactly 
two loops whose words are w_(C,I) = PS3PS, w_(Ci) = PS2P2SPS. So x(F) = 2. 
Secondly, suppose that F n 5’: contains one loop of PS” type. Then w+ (Cl ) = S2, 
w+(C2) = PS3, w+(C3) = PSPS, w+(C4) = PSPSPS and F n 5’2 contains exactly 
three components. Thus x(F) = 2. If there exist two loops of S2 type, then there is no 
loop of PS3 type; in addition, the other loops cannot cross the dealtemator bubble. Thus 
w+(G) = w+(C2) = s2, w+(C3) = w+(Cq) = PSPSPS and F n S! contains exactly 
three loops. Therefore x(F) = 2. Finally, we obtain the result the genus (F) = 0. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Let K be a prime almost alternating knot and let F c S3 - K be an 
incompressible, pairwise incompressible surface with six boundary components. When 
F n 5’: hasJive components, the genus of F equals zero. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1, there are two loops of S2 type, and there is no loop 
of PS3 type. Thus each of the other loops cannot cross the dealtemator bubble and 
contains exactly two P’s, that is, w+(Ci) = w+(Cz) = S2, w+(C3) = w+(Cq) = 
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Fig. 8. 
w+(C=,) = PSPS. So F n S? contains exactly two components; cf. Fig. 8. We get that 
x(F) = 2 and genus (F) = 0. 0 
4. The main results 
Theorem 4.1. Let K be a prime almost alternating knot and let F c S3 - K be 
an incompressible, pair-wise incompressible surface. If F has two or four boundary 
components, then the genus of F equals zero. 
Proof. Let #(aF) denote the number of boundary components of F. If #(aF) = 2 then, 
by Lemma 2.5, F n St contains at most three loops. If one loop C exists in F n S$, then 
w+(C) = P2 (since #aF = 2), so one can obtain that F is an annulus. If FnS: contains 
exactly two loops Ct , 15’2, then w+(Ct ) = w+(Cz) = PS3. Thus one can conclude that 
F n 5’2 contains exactly three loops and x(F) = n+ + n_ - n, = 2. If three loops exist 
in F n St, this is the same as above. Therefore the genus of F equals zero. 
If #(aF) = 4 then F n S$ contains at most four loops by Lemma 3.1. We can easily 
determine that F is a 4-punctured sphere if F n St has exactly one loop. We now 
consider the other situations. 
Case 1. If F n St has exactly two loops, then it contains at most one loop of S2 type 
or PS3 type. Let Ct , C, be the two loops in F n St. It can be seen that w+ (Cl ) = S’, 
w+(C2) = P2SP2S2 and there exist two loops in F n SC, say Cl, Ci, whose words 
are w_(C{) = w_(Ci) = P2S2 if F n St contains one loop of S2 type. Hence x(F) = 
n+ + n- - 72, = 2. We can obtain that w+(Ct) = PS”, w+(Cz) = P3S3 and F n St 
contains exactly three loops if there is one loop of PS3 type. So x(F) = 2. If F n S’: 
contains neither a loop of S2 type nor a loop of PS3 type and the two loops Cl, CZ 
cross the dealternator bubble, then F f! S! has exactly two components. Thus x(F) = 2. 
It is obvious that x(F) = 2 if the loops Ct, C2 do not cross the dealternator bubble. 
Case 2. Suppose F n St has three components CI , C2, C3. Assume that w+ (CZ) # P* 
(if for some io, w+(c~,,) = P2, then the situation is the same as #(aF) = 2). Then 
F n 5’: contains at most two loops of S* type. If w+ (Cl ) = w+ (C2) = S2, then 
w+(C3) = P3SPS and F n S? has exactly two components. Thus x(F) = 2. If one 
loop of S2 type exists, we can obtain that w+ (Cl ) = S*, w+ (Cl) = PS3, w+ ((33) = 
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PSPSPS or w+(Cr) = S2, w+(C2) = P2S2, w+(C3) = PSPS and F n 5’2 contains 
three components or two components respectively. Hence x(F) = 2. If there is no a 
loop of S2 type, then there exist exactly two loops of PS3 type in F n St, one of 
which is of type I while the other is of type II. However, the third loop in F f? 5’: (say 
C’s) cannot cross the dealternator bubble. One can get that w+(Cr ) = w+(G) = PS3, 
w+(C3) = PSPS and F n 5’2 has exactly three components. The result is x(F) = 2. 
Case3.FnS:hasfourloopsC1,C2,C3,C4.ByLemma3.1,weknowthatFnS: 
contains exactly two loops of S2 type and does not contain any loop of PS3 type. Then 
w+(C,) = w+(C2) = S2, w+(C3) = w+(Cq) = PSPS and FnS? has two components. 
So x(F) = 2. As stated above, if #(aF) = 4, then genus (F) = 0. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that K is a prime almost alternating knot and F is an incom- 
pressible, painvise incompressible su#ace in S3 - K. If F has six boundary components, 
then the genus of F equals zero. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, we need only consider the cases when 
FnS$ (or Fn St) contains at most three loops. It is clear that F is a punctured sphere if 
FnS$ has one component. If there exist two loops Ct , C2 in FnS$ and w+(Ci) = S2 or 
w+(Ct) = PS3, then w+(C2) = P2SpS or w+(Cz) = P5S3; thus we get that F n S? 
has two components or three components respectively. So x(F) = 2. If F n 5’: has three 
loops Ci , (72, C’s, then there are at most two loop of S2 type. But when only two loops of 
S2 type exist, then w+(G) = w+(C2) = S2, w+(G) = P3SP3S and F n S! contains 
exactly two components. Hence x(F) = 2. If there is one loop of S2 type, then F flS$ 
has at most one loop of PS3 type. Thus one obtains that w+ (Cl) = S2, w+(C2) = PS3, 
w+(C3) = P3SPSPS or w+(Cr) = S2, w+(C2) = P3S3, w+(C3) = PSPSPS and 
F n ,S’? contains exactly three components. So x(F) = 2. If there is no loop of S2 
type, then F n St contains at most two loops of PS3 type. This means that F is the 
disjoint union of three annuli if w+(Cr) = w+(G) = w+(G) = P2. Now let us prove 
the remaining cases by the following steps: 
Case 1. If F n S: contains two loops of PS3 type, then w+(Cl) = w+(C2) = PS3, 
w+(C3) = PSP3S and F n ST has exactly three components. So x(F) = 2. 
Case 2. If FnS: contains one loop of PS3 type, then three exists one loop that crosses 
the dealtemator bubble. Thus w+(Ct) = PS3, w+(C2) = P2S2, w+(C3) = PSPSPS 
and F n ST has exactly three loops; cf. Fig. 9. Hence x(F) = 2. 
Case 3. If there is no a loop of PS3 type, then each loop contains exactly two letters 
P. It is obvious that x(F) = 2 if all of these loops do not cross the dealtemator 
bubble. But if two of them cross the bubble, then w+(Cl) = P2S2, w+(C2) = P2S2, 
w+(C3) = PSPS and Fn S? contains exactly two components. So x(F) = 2. As stated 
above, we conclude that genus (F) = 0. q 
Remark. In fact, we depicted the properties of surfaces in S3 - K with two, four or six 
boundary components by considering the properties of loops that cross the dealtemator 
bubble. If none of the loops in F n S: cross the dealtemator bubble, the results in this 
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paper have been established by Menasco [2]. Condition (4) in Section 2 allows us to 
characterize the case of an almost alternating knot. Hence we can calculate the Euler 
characteristic of a closed surface and its genus. Also, the results in the article are an 
extension of Menasco’s results [2]. From this point, the computations in this paper are 
not difficult to understand. We conjecture that the main results are true for nonsplit prime 
almost alternating links. In this case, it may be complicated to discuss the properties of 
loops as in Section 2. Furthermore, we do not know whether we can carry out meridional 
surgery which preserves the incompressibility of the surface. Note that the closed surface 
@ is also denoted by F when we compute the Euler characteristic of F. 
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